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Abstract : Automatic coin recognition and identification system plays very important role in slot machine, vending machine and in 

several banking connected equipment’s. For recognition and detection of Indian coin we’ve got planned Deep Learning approach 

during this research. The model is trained on over 1000 pictures and may classify pictures into four object classes like one, two, 

five- and ten-rupees’ coins. The trained model is tested on varied normal and own recorded data sets encompass movement, 

translated and shifted pictures. During this we tend to use the CNN-RNN approach for coin image recognition. RNN is employed 

for the mechanically offer the caption of coin supported it practicality. LSTM prevents back propagated errors from vanishing or 

exploding. That is, LSTM will learn tasks that need memories of events that happened thousands or maybe several separate time 

steps earlier.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Coins are the most common currency which has widely used in the world economy and regularly used in people’s daily 

lives [1]. There are several applications that are most commonly used for coin recognition. For example, slot machine, coin-counting 

machine, coin sorter machine, vending machine, etc [2]. For coin recognition in the traditional days used the mechanical and 

electromagnetic approach [3]. In this research, we used the image processing for coin recognition. In the mechanical approach, they 

have used the coin’s physical characteristics like height, width, the weight of the coin [4]. In image processing, the coin is recognized 

based on the pattern of the coin. There are mainly two steps first is the taken image of coin and then compare it with the data-set 

coin image. Now here we used the higher approach for image recognition is the deep learning approach. Deep learning is primarily 

based on Convolution Neural Network (CNN) for coin detection [5] and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for coin recognizes [6] 

with victimization and memory storage Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [7]. 

 

II. OBJECTIVES 

In the mechanical approach, they have used the coin’s physical characteristics like height, width, the weight of the coin. 

In that, if the two different coins’ physical structure is the same then the system recognizes they both are the same and then the 

system is failing. In image processing, the coin is recognized based on the pattern of the coin.[8] There are mainly two steps first is 

the taken image of coin and then compare it with the data-set coin image. After that, we use the artificial neural network for image 

processing but there are some limitations to that. ANN uses the feed-forward back propagation neural network which identified for 

implementation of the selected image and performs on the detection and recognizes the image processing [9]. After that, we 

implement the image processing at the advanced technology of deep learning that is CNN. But there are a number of limitations 

with the current CNN based image recognition. first is that there is the receptive field of CNN is generally fixed. its limits the very 

large input image recognizes capacity.[10] During this we tend to use the RNN approach for coin image recognition. RNN is 

employed for the mechanically offer the caption of coin supported it practicality.  

The research proposes a replacement methodology for up the performance of perennial Neural Networks. LSTM prevents 

back propagated errors from vanishing or exploding. Instead, errors will flow backwards through unlimited numbers of virtual 

layers open in house.[11] That is, LSTM will learn tasks that need memories of events that happened thousands or maybe several 

separate time steps earlier. The parameters want to calibrate the performance system are recognition accuracy and response time. 

Obtained results shown the out performance of projected methodology over typical systems. So now for the image processing we 

use the latest deep learning approach which is the RNN-LSTM based. 
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III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Fig.3.1 Literature Survey 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The mainly proposed system divided into two parts first is coin detection and another is the coin recognize. In the phase 

of the Coin Detection, we detect the images from various phases like noise filtering and region finding and all. In the phase of the 

coin recognition train data-set coin image and the grey scale image data-set recognition using the RNN-LSTM approach. The 

architecture of the proposed Indian coin recognition system implemented in python programming is discussed in the following 

subsections.  
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Fig.4.1 Proposed System Architecture 

 

 

a) Coin Image Acquisition: 

Select Image acquisition is the first phase of the image processing of coin recognition. The image is acquired use of a high 

scale resolution camera. In this phase, RGB images of Indian coins are captured.[18].  

 

b) Change number of columns: 

Color images or RGB images take a high amount of time for image processing.This grayscale image conversion is done 

using the built-in function of python rgb2gray. This function converts a 24-bit RGB image into the 8-bit grayscale image. The 

test image is converted into grayscale image using: gray = (0.299*r + 0.587*g + 0.114*b). [19]  

 

c) Pre-processing Image: 

  In the image processing phase, the grayscale image is resized at 256X256. This resized image is passed future on to the 

next steps. There is an unwanted noise present on the grayscale image. [20] 

  

d) Noise Filter:  

The input image of the coin is noise affected so we need to apply on it to different filtration techniques and remove that 

noise. In this model, we use the Gaussian filter techniques for the coin noise filtration.[21] 

  

e) Adaptive Thresholding:  

After the noise filtration on the coin image this coin image is converted into the binary image. It assigns 1-pixel values for 

the above threshold and assigns a 0-pixel value for the below threshold. For that, we get the horizontal axis and the vertical 

axis.[22]  

 

f) Coin Region Finding: 

 For the coin, the region finds we need to use the array. The local maximum accumulation array is considered to be at the 

center of the coin image circle. Another two-dimensional array of accumulation is defined which is used after detecting the 

region of the center.  
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g) CNN-RNN for Image Training and Classification: 

  For image processing we use the RNN. In python for the image processing with RNN and CNN use the one library which 

is the TensorFlow. In this library, there are a number of inbuilt functions that are already available for image processing we 

used the open cv of that raspberry pi for the coin image processing. [23] 

 

h) LSTM for Coin Measurement: 

LSTM is normally augmented by recurrent gates called” forget” gates.LSTM works even given long delays between 

significant events and can handle signals that mix low and high-frequency components. [24]. These gating mechanisms let the 

LSTM control the flow of information and propagate it over long time ranges. 

 

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The model is the third-generation of the Raspberry Pi Model B which contains the Quad- Core 1.2GHz Broadcom 

BCM2837 64bit CPU contain 1GB of RAM, Ethernet-based 100, GPIO which extends 40-pin, 2 ports of USBs, 4 Pole output 

stereo, and composite port video, HDMI cable, CSI camera port for connecting a Raspberry Pi camera, CM43438 wireless 

LAN and Bluetooth Low Energy on board, DSI port display for connecting a Rasp berry Pi touchscreen display, Micro SD 

card port for loading your operating system and storing data on the raspberry pi controller, Upgraded switched Micro USB 

power source up to 2.5A[25].In raspberry pi OpenCV we need to enter the coding for our experiments. so here we use the 

Python language for the coding. here we use the python 3 version. Raspberry pi controller provides the OpenCV platform in 

which we enter the coding for our experiments. mobaXterm software Full X server and SSH support operate on any Remote 

desktop (RDP, VNC, Xdmcp). In containing remote terminal (SSH, telnet, rlogin, Mosh). This software is easy to use and runs 

as a portable edition [26]. 

 

Dataset: 

 

There are the three phase of the coin recognition. first step is the data set, second is the training data and third is the coin 

recognition phase.  

 

Standard Dataset: 

  

We have collected standard dataset from various angles which contains hundred images of each object category such as 

one, two, five- and ten-rupees’ coins. The resolution of all images is 256x256 with memory size of around 100KB to 1MB. 

 

 Own Dataset: 

  

Own dataset captured by ourselves then datasets are used for the training purpose in this type of datasets we can take the 

different types of images in various angles. The sample of own recorded datasets containing one rupee, two rupees, five rupees 

shown in subsequent figures 5.1,5.2 and 5.3. 

 

   

 

 

    Fig.5.1: One Rupees Coin                    Fig.5.2: Two Rupees Coin                 Fig.5.3: Five Rupees Coin 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Result 

 

In the first phase we have trained raspberry pi in a such a way that it is able to identify the different coins and 

then we kept one- rupee, two- rupees and five rupees coin in front of camera then the trained network identified the given 

coin as one rupee and two rupees coin which is shown in figure 5.4 and 5.5. 
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Figure 5.4: 1 Rupees coin recognition in OpenCV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: 2 rupees coin recognition in OpenCV 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION  

 

A recurrent neural network with raspberry pi control we need to set the proper data set for comparing images. we set the 

near about 100 images of Indian coin in our dataset. There is the difficultly of Indian coin recognition is that single rupees all coin 

size, structure, and behaviour contain the different variations. Indian coin has no that type of surface area of the coin so not get the 

accurate output when the recognition of the coin. All research paper which I refer. which I mentioned in the literature survey they 

all use the different country coin for the recognition. one of the research papers which is my based paper is used the Indian coin 

recognition with the use of CNN and through raspberry pi its implementation performed. But they use the predefined images pf 

coin and then compare it with the dataset. when our system is using the live coin, image captured and then its recognition. so that 

the accuracy level is near about the 50 percentage. The future work will be the make the model which gives the high accuracy with 

the help of RNN with further advanced techniques. 
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